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*HARDCORE VIBES
This one is dedicated to all the ravers in the nation
Sample: hardcore vibes, that i run things

*JUST ANOTHER DREAM
Sample: just another dream

*FUTURE IS NOW
Sample: this is the future - the future is now

*FINAL DREAM
Instrumental

*THE SPICE
Spice
Spice exists on only one planet
The planet is arrakis, also known as dune
Spice
Spice exists on only one planet - dune
Spice
Spice exists on only one planet in the entire universe
The planet is arrakis, also known as dune

*ARE YOU READY TO FLY
Are you ready to fly
Can you leave the world behind
Baby baby
Are you ready to fly
Together we reach for the sky
Are you ready to fly

*CAN'T STOP RAVING (single)
I can't stop raving
Come on take a trip with me
To a land where love is free
Follow me into the light
And everything's gonna be allright
Just to go and take my hand
I will show you promised land
Stay with me in paradise
So our future can be nice
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*UP!
Instrumental

*GENERATION LOVE
Sample: generation love - this is generation love

*POSITIV ENERGY
Sample: we got the positive energy

*MAKE SENSE
Instrumental

*IN THE END
Instrumental

*RISING
31 seconds and we're gone for auto sequence start
T minus ten seconds
4 - 3 - 2 - 1 - ignition and lift off

*MILLION MILES FROM HOME
I was sent to outer space
To find another happy place
Now i'm left here all alone
Million miles away from home
Floating through the galaxy
All the stars in front of me
Now i'm left here all alone
Million miles away from home
Million miles away

*EXPEDICION
We are on an expedition
Find the moon is our mission
When you look up to the sky
Spread your wings and you can fly
You can fly

*LOST IN SPACE
Start up everybody now
We are here and lost in space
We got to leave our homebase now
So just look at you face to face
Please clap your hands and stomp your feet
We are losing our control
We're going now right to the sun
So please give me a call

*SO BEAUTIFUL
I know now, where the flowers grow



Where the rainbows hide and the lights are low
Come take my hand, walk into the sun
Leave the world behind, no need to run
So beautiful

*AROUND THE WORLD
I wanna sail around the world
Just to know where i can stay
I wanna go where i can see
How people live in harmony
I wanna sail around the world
Just to know where i can stay
Cross every water and the sea
To keep my dreams in motion

*IN THE AIR - part 1
Instrumental

*RAINBOW TO THE STARS
Rainbow to the stars, to the stars, to the stars...
Like a rainbow to the stars
Keep the faith right in your heart
If you let your dreams come true
Then happiness will follow you
Life is just a game we play
Happiness is here to stay
If you wanna win this race
There's someone who can take your place

*IN MY DREAMS
In my dreams - i can go everywhere
In my dreams - i don?t have to care
In my dreams - follow the red balloons
In my dreams - only lovely tunes
Here comes the dream

*HAND IN HAND (single)
Let's go hand in hand into lovely land
Side by side to a world that shines so bright
Let's go hand in hand into lovely land
Side by side follow me into the light

*IN THE AIR - part 2
Instrumental, including some samples
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